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Emmanuel College is a Catholic school in the 
Mercy tradition, governed by Mercy Education, a 
ministry of the Sisters of Mercy of Australia and 
Papua New Guinea. The existence of the Mercy 
Education Network of 13 member schools and 
16 affiliate schools gives strength, support and 
solidarity to each of the individual schools. We 
are stronger together. 

Inspired by the vision of Catherine McAuley, 
a Mercy school fosters the values of: Service, 
Hospitality, Justice, Compassion, Respect and 
Courage.  We hold the care, safety and wellbeing 
of children and young people as a central and 
fundamental responsibility of our school.

A Mercy School

Acknowledgement 
of Country

Detail from a digital design by student, Amelia Bell.

Emmanuel College acknowledges the land 
on which we learn, create and grow is the 
traditional land of the Peek Whurrong of the 
Gunditjmara – Maar nation, who educated 
their children in their language and spirituality 
and in the traditions of their culture for many 
thousands of years.
 
We also acknowledge and respect the 
cultural diversity of students, families and 
staff represented in the Emmanuel College 
community in the past, present and future.
 
We support the principles of a reconciled 
Australia for all its people, in the interests of 
our children – tomorrow’s leaders.
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On behalf of the Emmanuel College community, 
thank you for taking an interest in discovering 
more about this centre of learning and its 
reputation as an education leader. I would like to 
invite you to grow with us.

While the College itself is growing, we also invite every one of 
our students to experience a full year of growth every year. 
Growth in every sense: academically, physically, socially and 
spiritually.

A great education is one of the foundations of life. Our mission 
is to encourage students to develop to their full potential 
and make a positive contribution to their community: locally, 
nationally and globally.
 
Whilst rich in history and tradition, our College provides a 
modern and dynamic school environment. The Emmanuel 
learning community is built upon the values and traditions 
of our founders and continues today to promote a culture of 
excellence and respect. 
  
With dedicated staff, well maintained facilities and extensive 
access to digital technologies, learning at Emmanuel is about 
preparation for life. Indeed, our approach to wellbeing and 
pastoral care aims to prepare students to be Fit4Life.  We are 
proud of our graduates and the success of our alumni who, as a 
result of their Emmanuel journey, are making their mark on the 
communities in which we live.
 
As Principal of the College I have high expectations of 
Emmanuel students. At Emmanuel, high expectations and great 
outcomes go hand in hand. I invite you through these pages and 
through your attendance at our open  information events to 
consider how Emmanuel College might be the place of learning 
you are seeking for your son or daughter. I invite your children 
to imagine themselves growing at Emmanuel.

Peter Morgan | Principal

Welcome
 to our College

AN INVITATION TO  
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From the earliest days of its 
history, Emmanuel College has 
always been a forward-looking 
school.

Emmanuel was born in 1991 when its two 
predecessor schools, St Ann’s and CBC 
joined to create a new and progressive co-
educational College.

St Ann’s and CBC share a similar beginning. 
In many ways the story of the two schools is 
a story of overcoming adversity, making the 
most of opportunities and creating a strong 
sense of community.

Mother M. Philomene Maguire arrived in 
Warrnambool in 1872, after a long sea 
voyage, equipped only with a few belongings 
and with the knowledge she would probably 
never see her family or home again. Mother 
Philomene had accepted an invitation to 
set up a Sisters of Mercy community and a 
school in the town.

This school that eventually became known as 
St Ann’s was extraordinarily innovative. It was 
only in the previous year of 1871 that girls 
had been allowed to sit for the Matriculation 
exam for the first time. Yet the Sisters 
provided a broad and worldly education that 
expanded the horizons of girls living in a 
small town.

In 1902 Brother Egan arrived with only his 
suitcase, after being instructed only three days 
previously to set up a Brothers’ community 
and a school. Again the local community 
responded generously with time and finances 
and the school soon opened with 104 boys 
enrolled and for the next 80 years was known 
as CBC.

By 1990 the Australian educational 
landscape was dramatically different to that 
of the 1870s. Across Australia single sex 
schools began to open their doors to both 
genders, or combined to operate as a single 

coeducational facility. The same conversations 
occurred in Warrnambool and in 1991 
Emmanuel College was born.

Emmanuel College has been on an amazing 
journey since its inception. Much has changed 
since our founders accepted the challenges 
given to them. They would be entirely 
unfamiliar with the type of learning that takes 
place in the schools they built.

They would also be surprised at the largely 
secular nature of Australian society where 
the challenge for the contemporary Catholic 
school is to continue to embody the Gospel 
values of its founders in a way that students 
find relevant and relatable. The enduring 
Emmanuel College values of Faith, Hope and 
Love remain as important today as they were 
in 1872.

A history of innovation



[Photos: Faith inspired]
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When you become an Emmanuel 
College student you become 
a member of a positive and 
supportive community of lifelong 
learners - a diverse community of 
students, families, staff, alumni and 
friends who are connected as one. 

As a school in the Mercy tradition we are 
an inclusive community that celebrates 
differences. We welcome all, regardless of 
ability or economic status. Our commitment 
to social justice is central to our culture and 
reflects our Catholic values.

We are committed to developing successful, 
generous, supportive and community-minded 
individuals who are prepared and ready 
to take on challenges and make positive 
contributions to society.

After graduation Emmanuel students can 
maintain a lifelong connection to the College 
through involvement in an engaged and active 
Alumni community. The Emmanuel Alumni 
network is not only a place for friendship, 
social events and networking - opportunities 
for mentoring and knowledge-sharing, it also 
provides a valuable way for past students to 
contribute and maintain a lifelong connection 
to the Emmanuel community.

What does it  
mean to be an  
Emmanuel student?

PIVOT: Listening to ‘student voice’  
in developing the most effective teaching

At Emmanuel College we listen to and value 
the student voice with the understanding that 
student feedback can be the most valuable 
and reliable measurement of effective 
teaching. In 2021 the College began using 
PIVOT:  a service that allows teachers and 
school leaders to develop professionally 
through carefully designed, confidential, 
evidence-based surveys and reports. Through 
Pivot teachers are assisted to grow. 

All students are given a voice to provide 
fair and accurate insights into the teaching 
practices of their teachers via regular surveys. 
These practices are based on the Australian 
Institute for Teaching and School Leadership 
Professional Standards.  The survey data is 
used as a diagnostic and evaluative tool to 
support planning on an individual, faculty and 
school level.

Identifying strengths and weaknesses helps us 
to continually improve and grow together as a 
community.
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Every student in Year 7 has a Homeroom 
teacher: a teacher who takes on a pastoral 
role, closely monitoring aspects of each 
student’s schooling including academic 
progress, social interactions and general 
wellbeing. Homeroom teachers will also teach 
their students at least one subject, allowing 
for a strong relationship to grow between the 
student and this key staff member in their 
transition journey. With the Year 7 Camp, 
Fit4Life Days and sporting events, Year 7 
students soon feel fully connected to the 
Emmanuel College community. 

During the school year parents new to the 
Emmanuel College community will be invited 
to meet with the Home Liaison Coordinator 
either in your own home or out for a 
coffee at a time and place that suits you.  
Asking questions or providing feedback can 
sometimes be intimidating when you are new 
to a school. The Home Liaison Coordinator 
will ask how your child is settling in at school 
and will provide a listening ear.  Questions or 
concerns will be communicated to the College 
for resolution and feedback from families is 
valued.

Transitioning  
to learning  
at Emmanuel
The transition process at 
Emmanuel College is designed to 
make the move from primary to 
secondary school as seamless as 
possible. 

This is achieved by allowing every student 
the opportunity to visit the school at least 
twice before commencing as a student at 
the College in Year 7. During these visits the 
students will: tour the College, especially the 
Year 7 and communal areas, sample subjects 
they will experience as Emmanuel students 
and meet key personnel. 

Another important aspect of transition is 
making contact with every student’s primary 
school teacher. The purpose of making 
contact is to obtain the necessary information 
so we can best support each student in their 
transition to secondary education. We ask 
the primary school for recommendations to 
carefully place students into a homeroom 
group with the aim of each child having a 
familiar face in their class.  

Year 7 students joining the Emmanuel 
College community from 2022 will have 
the transition to secondary education made 
even easier. The Goold Centre, located on the 
Hopetoun Road side of the McAuley Campus, 
is a Learning Centre for Years 7 and 8 only. 
Although Emmanuel is a large school with 
all of the choices that a large school brings, 
with a dedicated junior learning centre it is 
possible to maintain that small school feel 

that eases the transition from a small primary 
school to a larger learning environment. 
 
Year 7 and 8 students have their own place 
within our community and their own specific 
outdoor play areas, with: handball courts, 
outdoor table tennis tables, a range of super-
sized outdoor games, basketball courts and a 
Challenger Course planned.

Goold Centre  
– a dedicated Junior Learning Centre
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As a Catholic school we celebrate 
our Catholic identity. We are a 
community of faith in which every 
individual is invited and challenged 
to grow in spiritual awareness, 
personal identity and connection to 
others.

> Emmanuel College is a dynamic learning 
community, bringing to life the Gospel values 
of Faith, Hope and Love and continuing in the 
Catholic tradition of Catherine McAuley and 
Edmund Rice. 

> Our values are Faith, Hope and Love. 

> We encourage Emmanuel students to 
respect the traditions of the past, to grow 
their personal faith and spirituality in 
the present and embrace the future with 
confidence and hope.

> We empower students to serve and act 
with compassion and justice as members of 
Church, local and global communities.

> We employ staff who are progressive, 
innovative, and principled life-long learners 
who value the privilege to shape the learning 
of young people.

> We provide a challenging and stimulating 
learning environment that encourages all to 
grow; to achieve and exceed their potential. 
We pursue excellence in education.

> We value and foster the supportive 
relationship between students, staff, families 
and parishes in Catholic Education.  Our 
motivation for growth is built upon a 
foundation of respectful relationships.

> We promote leadership built of courage 
and character that pursues excellence and is 
future focused.

> We are a Child Safe environment that holds 
the safety, wellbeing and pastoral care of 
young people as a fundamental responsibility 
and central to their learning.

Our Vision and  
Guiding Principles

A community  
of Faith

We do not expect all students to be Catholic, 
but we expect they will participate fully in the 
life of the College including liturgies, retreats 
and community service. The Emmanuel 
Religious Education program is designed to: 
encourage a mature outlook on faith, explore 
the Catholic tradition and develop a respectful 
understanding of various religious traditions in 
the world. 

Students are encouraged to think for them-
selves and to investigate and value the 
importance of having opinions that are 
well-informed.

As a faith-based community, the College 
recognises the importance of spiritual health 
and wellbeing as a key protective factor and 
a core strength in bringing people together, 
growing a sense of belonging, wonder and 
greater purpose.
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The Emmanuel College House 
system exists to promote high 
levels of student engagement, 
school spirit and involvement in a 
range of challenging and enjoyable 
activities. House activities give 
all students opportunities to 
experience success, motivation and 
participation in College life. Houses 
compete for the House Cup with 
their sporting, creative, academic 
and service achievements. Spirited 
competition between the four 
houses adds to the sense of 
belonging to the Emmanuel College 
community.
 
A Vertical House Structure for 
Years 10 to 12
At the McAuley Campus, membership of 
a student's House becomes even more 
significant. In the senior school, comprising 
Years 10 to 12, the House structure is 
vertical. Students from these year levels have 
classes and join Mentor Groups together, 
rather than being locked into year level 
groups.  

With the distinction between year levels 
removed, Homeroom Teachers are replaced 
by House Mentors who provide stability and 
support for students during their three-year 
journey until they complete their Emmanuel 
College education.

Emmanuel College 
Houses

Some benefits to the vertical 
House structure in the senior 
school include:
> Strong learning, respectful learning 
relationships
> Enhanced parent partnerships with the 
House Mentor, who will work with students 
and families over a three-year journey and 
provide holistic support
> Easy to accelerate your learning
> Reciprocal opportunities for leadership, 
mentoring and advice between students
> A learning experience that is authentic, 
personalised and holistic
> A safe and welcoming environment and a 
sense of belonging
> Strengthened school connectedness and 
inclusivity

Is everything Vertical in  
the Senior School?
At times there will still be a need for students 
to gather in their peer years.
Some examples include: camps and retreats 
(although these will be House group-
based), social activities, Fit4Life days and 
presentations.

APPROXIMATELY  
25 YEAR 10-12 

STUDENTS  
PER GROUP

HEAD OF  
MCAULEY HOUSE

150 STUDENTS  

6 MENTOR GROUPS 
MG MGMG MG MGMG

Example of the Senior School  
Vertical House Structure:
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Fit 4 Life
At Emmanuel College, we are 
committed to educating the whole 
person - the mind, body and spirit.  

LIFE
WELLBEING AT EMMANUEL
4FIT

LIFE
WELLBEING AT EMMANUEL
4FIT

LIFE
WELLBEING AT EMMANUEL
4FIT

We understand wellbeing as the pursuit 
and experience of positive health across 
physical, mental, social, cognitive and spiritual 
domains that allow for the development and 
expression of capacity and capabilities that 
allow both the individual and the community 
to thrive. It is a positive state in which every 
individual realises their own abilities and 
potential, can cope with the normal stresses 
of life, work productively, gain a sense of 
purpose and contribute to their community. 

The College approaches health and wellbeing 
through a growth mindset and fitness lens, 
bringing a focus to the agency of each 
individual and their capacity to continue 

developing, practicing and contributing to their 
own and others wellbeing. A strengths-based 
focus celebrates every person’s capacity to 
grow and flourish.

Emmanuel College has developed Fit4Life, a 
program that takes a very proactive approach 
to wellbeing. Fit4Life aims to equip students 
with skills and knowledge that build resilience.  
The Fit4Life framework sees wellbeing as a 
key to success and makes wellbeing a priority 
in the culture of the College community. The 
program is embedded within the curriculum 
and explicitly delivered through learning 
strategies, individual programs and College 
services..



2  9@RICE  

- The year of discovery 
Teachers have long recognised Year 9 is an 
absolutely critical year for students and that 
Year 9 students have distinct learning needs. 
Entirely traditional ways of teaching do not 
always successfully engage the majority of 
Year 9 students or meet their needs.
 
Emmanuel College is addressing this challenge 
through the introduction in 2022 of a new 
Year 9 program, 9@RICE.  RICE stands not 
only for the name of the campus but is 
also an acronym for: Resilience, Innovation, 
Community and Exploration.  The program 
is delivered from a dedicated Year 9 learning 
centre.
 
The aim is to provide an engaging and holistic 
program where students are motivated to 
drive their own education and pursue areas 
that interest them in an in-depth way.
 
The 9@RICE program is based on nine-
week terms with a focus on project-based 
learning with real-life relevance. Students 
work collaboratively and individually for an 
extended period of time to investigate and 
respond to a complex question, problem 
or challenge with a real-world connection. 
The program will actively incorporate the 
development of empathy and a sense of 
service to members of our local, national and 
global communities.
 

1  JUNIOR SCHOOL

Year 7 
- The Five Star Program
The guided transition into Year 7 provides 
students with an induction into the culture 
of Emmanuel College. Year 7 students are 
well supported in making the transition into 
the secondary school environment and 
are familiarised with the expectations and 
responsibilities that come with being part of 
the Emmanuel learning community.

Year 7 students are tested in order to 
evaluate areas in which they excel and areas 
in which they need consolidation or extra 
support to develop the skills needed to 
progress through secondary school. A solid 
foundation of literacy and numeracy skills is 
important to all learning and a priority in the 
Junior School. The Five Star Program provides 
a broad curriculum common to all students, 
providing the opportunity to explore two 
languages, musical instruments and a range of 
hands-on subjects. There is a strong focus on 
personal development.

Year 8  
- Making choices
By Year 8 students are fully aware of 
the culture of Emmanuel College and are 
generally taking full advantage of the co-
curricular activities and opportunities available 
to them. In Year 8 students continue to study 
core subjects but begin to make choices in 
their learning. Students have the opportunity 
to steer their learning towards their areas 
of interest, choosing some of their units of 
study from a broad range of electives and 
Academies. 
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A three-stage plan 
for your education
An Emmanuel College education has three distinct phases comprising 

the Junior School, 9@RICE and the Senior School.

At the end of semester students present their 
projects to a wider audience in an expo-style 
event. Terms one, two and three conclude 
with an Immersion week based on Resilience, 
Community and Exploration, with camps, local 
discovery days, outdoor activities, excursions, 
career and pathways planning, health and 
wellbeing programs. 

When students complete their 9@RICE 
journey they will become full-fledged 
members of the senior school ready to 
lead their own learning and complete their 
secondary education in a senior school 
environment. 

9@RICE subjects are differently 
structured into three components:

Communication:
With a focus on English (plus Science, RE, 
Humanities, Digital & Design Technologies, 
Creative and Performing Arts)
 
Wisdom:
With a focus on Humanities & RE (plus 
Science, English, Digital and Design 
Technology, Creative and Performing Arts)

Discovery:
With a focus on Science (Plus English, RE, 
Humanities, Digital and Design Technologies, 
Creative and Performing Arts.)

3  SENIOR SCHOOL 

Years 10 to 12  
Each student at the McAuley Campus 
is considered a senior student who is 
undertaking a three-year journey of personal 
growth. Every student is invited to step up 
and become a self-aware learner who owns 
their learning and determines their pathway 
to the future.  The vertical nature of the 
Senior School allows students from the three 
year levels to learn together and provides 
opportunities to accelerate through a range of 
subjects according to each student's personal 
pathway plan. 

VCE 
- Victorian Certificate of Education
Emmanuel College offers a broad range of 
VCE subject choices.  A typical VCE pathway 
will see students undertake seven unit 1-2 
sequences whilst in Year 11 and a further 
five unit 3-4 sequences while in Year 12.  
Opportunities to accelerate, to reduce the 
number of units completed or extend the 
time taken to complete a VCE program are 
available to all senior students in consultation 
with their House Mentors.

Prepared for the world of work 
- Applied Learning
Emmanuel students are offered a full range of 
options including VET, VCAL and Australian 
School-based Apprenticeships.
 
The Victorian Certificate of Applied Learning 
(VCAL) is a senior secondary qualification 
equivalent to the VCE designed to increase 
the pathway opportunities for young 
people. VCAL prepares students for further 
studies in vocational education, training and 
employment. It provides individual learning 
programs based on student's interests and 

strengths and is focused on the practical 
application of work skills. VCAL is a great fit 
for students who wish to pursue a vocational 
pathway or hands-on style of learning.
VETis, comprises VCE VET units delivered 
by a registered training organisation such 
as a TAFE or school and enhanced by an 
employer accepting a student one day a week 
(VCAL students) or a block release during 
term holidays (VCE students) for structured 
workplace learning.  After completing the 
program, students are awarded a nationally 
accredited vocational certificate that leads 
to further education and training at TAFE 
through pathway agreements.

VCE Baccalaureate
Emmanuel College also considers breadth in 
subjects for students who need to challenge 
their learning pathways. These programs may 
include balancing a language with a higher 
level maths, which since 2014 is recognised 
by VCAA as the VCE Baccalaureate. This 
combination of studies equips students with 
higher order thinking skills and knowledge, 
developing capacity for innovation and 
creativity in problem-solving.

A head start in University Studies
For those who are ready to take on a higher 
level of studies, the option to commence 
accelerated University programs is available. 
Programs are determined annually in 
consultation with students who are ready 
to begin their university pathway and by 
negotiation with tertiary providers.  For 
example, the University of Melbourne 
has previously delivered the University of 
Melbourne Mathematics Extension Program to 
students attending Emmanuel College.
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attending the Exploration Space to work on 
individual or group technology projects, or 
commencing university level Maths while 
studying in the senior school.

Co-curricular activities provide each student 
with additional opportunities to experience a 
year of growth every year through creatively 
exploring their interests with like-minded 
people. 

Participation in co-curricular activities is 
an important part of any good educational 
program. Students who take part in activities 
and programs outside the boundaries of 
a typical classroom tend to have higher 
academic results and greater enjoyment of 
school life.

Emmanuel College provides an extensive 
range of ever-changing activities, events and 
clubs and projects with something to suit 
every interest, skill and ability.

Leadership
Leadership within the Mercy tradition 
promotes the ideal of service.  Each 
Emmanuel student is called to: lead by 
example, to serve and act with compassion 
and justice and to go into the community 
ready to make a contribution that is equal to 
their capabilities.  
 
Students of all year levels are given 
encouragement and opportunities to serve 
their local, national and international 
communities. The College has developed 
strong connections to local organisations 
including Mercy Place, Lyndoch and Vinnies 
along with the Ruben Centre in Nairobi, and 

the community of Atauro Island in Timor 
Leste. Helping others is a two-way learning 
experience. When students lend a hand 
they receive the gift of knowledge and 
understanding.
 
For those whose endeavours see them joining 
the student leadership team at Emmanuel, 
structured training and creative exploration 
prepares them for their role as young leaders.

Emmanuel graduates are community-minded 
individuals who are ready to make positive 
contributions to their community. Our Inspiring 
Alumni program attests to the extraordinary 
impacts Emmanuel graduates are having 
locally and across the world.

A merit-based system  
of affirmation
The Emmanuel College Award is a merit-
based system affirming students who 
strive to achieve personal excellence. The 
presentation of Merit Awards provides a 
regular opportunity to recognise a range of 
student endeavours and positive behaviours 
that we celebrate as a community.  Students 
receive points for achievements in: Academic 
Achievement, Community Service and 
Social Justice, Leadership and Positive Role 
Modelling, the Arts and Cultural Experiences 
and Sports. The Award is a four-tiered system 
and, depending on the number of points 
achieved, students can be awarded the 
Year Level Merit Award (Red badge), 
The School Level Merit Award (Blue badge), 
the Principal Level Merit Award (Gold badge) 
or the Platinum Award.

Growth requires opportunities and 
Emmanuel College provides many 
pathways for students to accelerate 
their learning and personal growth 
through a system we call PACE.

Growth within the classroom 
Students with a talent in a particular area 
of study have the opportunity to work at an 
elevated level within their classrooms at their 
own pace. Acceleration or advancement is not 
limited to subjects traditionally described as 
academic. If you wish to work at a higher level 
you can do this in any subject, whether it is 
in Science or working with wood or textiles 
in Design Technology or creating high-quality 
films in Media. Every student can choose to 
take their passion and learning to a higher 
level.  

We believe it is important for students to grow 
within their social infrastructure rather than 
being isolated from their peers in separate 
acceleration streams. Acceleration within the 
classroom is not only a viable and successful 
option but an accurate reflection of the 
society we live in and the workplaces students 
will go into in their lives beyond school. When 
excellence is modelled peer-to-peer it can 
help to raise the achievements of all.

Growth beyond the classroom
Along with extension within the classroom, 
there are many opportunities for students 
seeking enrichment challenges and initiatives 
ranging from coaching in public speaking 
to joining a team in designing and building 
a complex machine for a University of 
Melbourne Engineering competition or 

PACE: 
Personal Advancement 
Cultivating Excellence
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Facilities for  
learning and growth

Emmanuel is a fee-paying school 
that provides excellent teaching, 
facilities and resources. The 
College is on a path of continual 
improvement with clear plans for 
its future direction. Emmanuel 
College provides exceptional value 
and we are proud of what we offer. 

For many parents a school’s facilities are not 
usually the highest priority when choosing 
a school but multiple studies indicate the 
quality of a school’s physical resources can 
play a major role in contributing to student 
success. Facilities can affect health, behaviour, 
engagement, learning and growth. Emmanuel’s 
building Master Plan is the framework for 
the ongoing updating of facilities based on 
achieving the best educational outcomes.

Emmanuel students learn across three 
campuses all within short walking distance 
of each other. At the heart of Emmanuel 
College is the Emmanuel Centre, the 
South-West region's largest venue with an 
auditorium that seats 1,500. This is the 
venue for whole school assemblies and 
the place where significant College events, 
including graduations and awards evenings, 
take place. 

The Emmanuel Centre auditorium contains 
two sports courts, a gym, spin bike studio, 
showers and change facilities. The mezzanine 
level provides a well-equipped venue for 
small group training and it is the location for 
student leadership sessions. The spacious 
forecourt features sculpture installations and 
outdoor seating.

The STAGE (Student Theatre for Arts and 
Growth and Emmanuel) is a dedicated, first-
class performing arts space.  The facilities 
within The STAGE include: The Wyton 
Theatre - a 250 seat theatre with tiered 
seating, professional standard recording 
studio, band rehearsal areas, studios for 
individual and small group tuition and a 
dance studio. The STAGE complements a 
learning program that welcomes students who 
are passionate about the performing arts. 

Beneath the Auditorium of the Emmanuel 
Centre is the Thomas O’Toole Foundation 
Industrial Skills Centre. The facility replicates 
a real-life industry environment and contains 
facilities for technology and design studies 
working with wood, metal, plastics and 
building industry skills. This facility is an 
important component in ensuring students 
have access to high quality, relevant 
education and training opportunities that 

continue to engage them and encourage them 
to complete their studies.  The Industrial 
Skills Centre assists Emmanuel College to 
continue to make a valuable contribution 
in collaboration with industry and the local 
community, equipping young people with the 
skills and knowledge that support life‐long 
learning.  

In 2021, an expanded and redeveloped 
Library opened with multi-zoned, multi-
purpose learning areas catering for individual 
learners and groups for independent and 
collaborative work.  Renowned Library 
Consultant, Kevin Hennah, worked with the 
College to develop a vision of how space, 
technology and the library collection may 
evolve and maintain relevance in the twenty-
first century.
 
 A new Science precinct at McAuley Campus 
provides six laboratories, four classrooms 
and flexible learning and gathering spaces 
including a new environment for the 
completion of senior school examinations. 
The area below the Science Centre has also 
been expanded to provide a gathering space 
with tiered seating, cafe-style seating and 
study booths for those who prefer to study or 
collaborate in a less quiet environment than 
the Library.
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McAuley Campus
140 Botanic Road Warrnambool

Goold Campus
Access via the McAuley Campus

Rice Campus
42 Canterbury Road Warrnambool

CONTACT US
Administration Office
McAuley Campus
140 Botanic Road, Warrnambool 3280

Mail: PO Box 486, Warrnambool 3280
Phone: (03) 5560 0888
Email: info@emmanuel.vic.edu.au
Web: www.emmanuel.vic.edu.au
Facebook: facebook.com/EmmanuelCollegeWarrnambool

This school community promotes the safety, wellbeing  
and inclusion of all students.

Emmanuel College
A Ministry of Mercy Education Ltd
ABN 69 154 531 870


